
Signature Name and Title Date

With your signed approval of this proof, you assume responsibility. Once approved, no claims or allowances of 
any kind will be considered for spelling, color, imprint, or other details related to this layout and this proof. 
Your signature confirms that the use of any art, brands, or trademarks is authorized by their rightful owners.

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

NOTE: PMS colors for reference only.
NOTE : Due to calibration of printers, CMYK printed products cannot be exactly PMS matched. 
Some color discrepancy will occur.
NOTE: Due to the complexity of the design, some details will not be clear on the final product.
NOTE: Due to the construction of the Pop! Pack, the continuous pattern on the gussets will not 
line up exactly on the final product.  
NOTE: White areas of the design will appear transparent due to the material of this product.
NOTE: Due to the printing process of this product, printing colors in the same color wheel will make
the contrast between colors less apparent.
NOTE: Due to the process of dye sublimation rich saturated colors can not be exactly matched. 
Some color discrepancy will occur.
NOTE: Due the process of dye sublimation, perfect fades in gradients cannot be achieved.
NOTE: Due to the construction of the pouch, the artwork may be cut off anywhere outside of the 
bleed lines on each individual product.
NOTE: Due to bag construction process, sizing may vary up to 0.2in.
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Front Back 

Artwork Layout
Gray dotted line for bleed- Not for printing. 

images used are for illustrative purposes only. please reference stated logo dimensions, PMS colors 
and logo placement information when approving this proof. items do not appear to actual size. please note:

note: art shown at
13% of actual size.

Packaging

BULK PACKAGING

Printing Color

PMS 302 C
PMS 364 C

CMYK

Piping Color

White

Gusset Color

CMYK

PMS Rhodium Red C
PMS 1565 C
PMS 116 C
PMS 2935 C
PMS 2925 C

Bag Color

White

Dye Sublimated

Printing Method

Material

RIPSTOP NYLON

Bag Dimensions 

in: 25.5”H X 15.5” W X 6” D
cm: 65 H X 39.5 W X 15.5 D

Sample Quantity *

*For internal use only. You will not 
be charged for these items.

5

Quantity Ordered

2000
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Woven Insert Tag
IN: 1.5” w x .1.5” h
CM: 3.81 w x 3.81 h
Folded at 
IN: .75”
CM: 1.90
Tag: WHITE
Logo: Closest match
PMS 575C
PMS 390C

Pouch Back

 RED DOTTED LINE IS FOR BLEED - DO NOT PRINT

NOTE: Due to the construction of the pouch, the artwork may be cut off anywhere outside
           of the bleed lines on each individual  product.

Artwork Layout

POUCH PRINTING ARTWORK

POUCH FINAL PRODUCT VIEW

Flap Front and Back Pouch Front 

Final product Front Final product Back

NOTE: Bag should have a stitched pouch inside
the allows to bag to fold into 5.5” x 5” (14 cm x 12.8 cm)

NOTE: Attach woven insert 
tag to inside pouch and gusset of bag.

note: art reduced by 
40% 
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